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Te Ipu Kura o Mataaho

2022 Annual Plan

2022 Strategic Themes &
Annual Goals

What is our current situation and where
do we want to go?

What will we do? Who is involved?

Strategic Theme One
Belonging

a) Annual Goal - Locally
Connected

- Te Ao Māori:
Partnerships - students
connect with iwi to
understand local
history

- Protection: stewardship
of our school

- Participation:
Culturally inclusive
practices evident
across the school

Target:
- Regular contact and partnership with

local iwi - decision making,
consultation and action.

- Deliberate action around culturally
inclusive practices evident in
planning and daily school life.

Baseline:
- Connection with local iwi limited to

receiving  our school name
- No deliberate culturally inclusive

elements found in our learning
plans, programmes and across the
school.

Measure:
- Depth of interaction with local iwi.
- Involvement with local iwi and their

interactions with our students and
staff.

- Inclusive practices seen through
student led activities as well as in
planning documents from staff.

- Regular contact with
local iwi - staff and
students involved.

- IB action component
involves connection
with local iwi.

- Culturally inclusive
activities led by our
student leaders.

- Link with ACCoS
initiative on Bi
cultural practices.

Te Reo Teacher,
SLT, Student
Leaders
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b) Annual Goal - Balanced
- Through our local

curriculum students
understand the
importance of
intellectual, physical
and emotional balance
to achieve wellbeing for
themselves and others.

Baseline:
- Wellbeing for students currently

stands outside of our local
curriculum. Eg: Student wellbeing
days.

- Character education programme of
learning is used in 25% of our
classes.

Target:
- Wellbeing for students is embedded

in our local curriculum and across all
curriculum areas.

- Character education programme of
learning used in 100% of classes.

Measure:
- Wellbeing connected through our

ANI local curriculum with deliberate
acts of education around intellectual,
physical and emotional balance.

- Character education programme
used schoolwide.

- ANI local curriculum
to include deliberate
acts of wellbeing for
students through all
curriculum areas.

- Character education
programme of
learning to include
the development of
intellectual, physical
and emotional
balance.

Student Leaders,
Team Leaders, SLT
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Strategic Theme Two
Preparedness

a) Annual Goal -
Knowledgeable

- ANI students are high
achievers and have
significant presence in
top streams, leadership
awards and academic
prize winners at
secondary school

Baseline:
- 30% of the top awards in leadership

and academics in Year 13 (AGS &
EGGS) are awarded to ANI
students.

Target:
- 45% of the top awards in leadership

and academics in Year 13 (AGS &
EGGS) are awarded to ANI
students.

Measure:
- Percentage of ANI students

represented in top awards/positions
at secondary school.

- Percentage of ANI students
represented in top 4 streams at AGS.

- Extend our Year 8
High School
Preparation
programme further to
include a leadership
development
component.

- Increase exam
component to once a
term - teach to exam
results.

- Strengthen links with
AGS & EGGS to
streamline transition
from Year 8 into Year
9.

SLT, Team
Leaders, Student
Leaders

b) Annual Goal - Lifelong
Learners

- Students are
accountable and take
ownership for their own
progress in learning.

- They are accustomed
to seeking and
evaluating a range of
points of view, and are
willing to grow from the
experience.

Baseline:
- 30% of students are able to

articulate and demonstrate
ownership of their learning - knowing
their current grade and
understanding what they need to do
to progress further.

- 40% of students are able to evaluate
a range of points of view and show a
willingness to grow.

Target:
- 80% of students are able to

articulate and demonstrate

- Unpack the LPF and
PaCT tool with our
students so they
know how to map
themselves against
theLPF and then
decide next steps.

- Get the students part
of the report writing
and assessment
process further with
them helping to write
reports.

- Incorporate a unit of

Student Leaders,
Team Leaders,
SLT.
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ownership of their learning - knowing
their current grade and
understanding what they need to do
to progress further.

- 75% of students are able to evaluate
a range of points of view and show a
willingness to grow - IB Exhibition
encourages this action.

Measure:
- Amount of student involvement in

report writing.
- Students' ability to articulate their

current level and what steps they
need to take to progress further.

- Students articulating  their critical
thoughts and opinions at exhibition
around their action steps.

work around critical
thinking and
evaluation where
students are taught
explicitly how to
critique and formulate
an opinion.

- Use IB Exhibition to
encourage this action
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Strategic Theme Three
Innovation

Annual Goal - Globally
Minded

- We are sector leaders
in professional learning
including the
transdisciplinary nature
of education & STEAM.

Target:
- Presenting at 2 national IB forums in

2022
- STEAM is successfully integrated

into hard and soft technology

Baseline:
- Currently not presenting at any

national IB forums
- STEAM is currently only used in the

science programme

Measure:
- Feedback from presenting at IB

forums
- Networking events held each term

with other IB schools
- National networks established.
- STEAM will feature in technology

teachers planning and student
outcomes.

- Organise networking
events each term
with other IB schools

- Link in with other IB
facilitators based in
NZ

- Investigate global
networks in
transdisciplinary
learning

- Upskill specialist
team in STEAM

- Visiting other COL
schools who run
successful STEAM
programmes.

SLT, Team
Leaders, COL
leaders, Specialist
Team.


